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Conic All Connect

800 ft ( 250m ) across , 1600 ( 500m ) or more tall

.

Currently the twin Towers of Kuala Lumpur
,
Malaysia are the world's

tallest buildings . The base of the Spire of Commerce would span the

World Trade Center site ; the structure forming a protective frame

within which crystalline buildings are formed by dropping verticals

from intersections of the shell at various levels ( see plan view below

)

Strong : The "All Connect" graph or mandala connects every corner to

every other . Therefore each corner radiates loads to all others

providing a strong shell protecting the structures within .

Unifying : The space , the building and the monument are one .

Around the core buildings , the 1 2 ( or 24 ) fold symmetry of the All

Connect marks the the points of the compass and the hours of the day
,

and contains the rectangular and hexagonal symmetries of major

religions .

Straight forward

construction : The

drawings here are

composed of the 492

lines or beams making up

the "parts list" of the

structural model . The
patent pending

algorithms which

generate it can be

interfaced with standard

engineering design

systems .

One night more than a month of weekends agoS , unbidden , this notion coalesced for a

monumental structure fitting the requirements of reasserting the global competence of our

neighborhood , and honoring my friends John Perry and big George , the WTC engineer who's

overdue H at John Street Bar & Grill

.

I am only what might be called a mathematical programmer . All I have to offer is this skeleton of a shell .

Making it real will require real architects and engineers . // you have talents , resources and interest in

working to flesh out this notion into a globally competitive proposal , please get in touch . Bob Armstrong.

20021101

Note : / reserve the right to post all communications I receive or generate to CoSy website for further reflection .
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